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Comparison of 2 Investors’ Results
By John Atkinson, Editor
1) Background
Today we compare the results of 2 hypothetical Investors with the:


Same number of shares in the



Same Company, entered at the



Same time and at the



Same Entry Price

but who then manage their positions with 2 completely different approaches.
First, as background:
In December 2007, i.e. just before the start of the Global Financial Crisis, Jim Berg showed
Members of our weekly ’Investing and Online Trading’ Report the details of his analysis of bear
markets and crashes over the previous 20 years and warned:
Before each of them there had been a key warning Signal
The four previous occasions resulted in bear markets with falls of greater than 20%.
The shortest duration was 10 months
Markets were at that time were very close to giving the 5th warning signal in the
previous 20 years.
Two weeks later, in early January 2008, Jim advised Members of his weekly mentoring-style
Report that the market had indeed confirmed that Warning Signal, so he was closing his own
portfolio and the notional Portfolio in the Report.
Meanwhile, many other investors:
Listened to their Advisors who recommended they ‘invest for the long term’, so they
Went into ‘Buy, Hope and Pray’ mode
Held on to their shares as they fell - many Indices lost 50% or more around the world,
so many
Lost in the order of half of their portfolios as a result during the GFC – in fact,
many had to postpone or cancel their retirement plans
In comparison, Jim’s portfolios remained closed and in Ca$h for 18 months during the GFC
until Jim announced that the market had given a Re-entry Signal in June 2009.
Those Members who followed Jim’s lead and switched to Ca$h in January 2008 did NOT lose
millions of dollars between them.
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2) New ‘Game Changer’ Templates and Tutorials
In our weekly hands-on ‘Investing and Online Trading’ stock market Report we feature a
notional short term portfolio to teach traders and investors how Jim Berg uses his proven
‘Weight-of-Evidence’ and world famous ‘JB Volatility Indicators’ to:
i)

Filter the Australian and USA markets each day – to select Which shares to Buy

ii)

Time precisely When to Buy

iii)

Manage the open Positions and

iv)

Time precisely When to Exit, using his thoroughly tested Rules

One of these notional trades was Myer Holdings (MYR), which Jim featured each week ‘live’ in
our Report, as it happened in January 2013 - over one month.
At that time, Jim followed it as a notional short term trade, from start to finish and showed
that using his approach, MYR:


Met Jim’s suggested maximum Entry price of 2 January 2013 at $2.03



Achieved Jim’s Profit target of $2.34 on 29th Jan 2013*



Yielded a notional profit* of +15.3% in 3.9 weeks. I.e. an average of
+3.9%/week

* The past performance of STE products is not and should not be taken as an indication of future performance.
Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all other financial services, is subject to
market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance

In our ‘learn-by-doing’ mentoring-style Report, we ALSO teach Investors how to use Jim’s
common sense ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ approach to filter their Watch List even further so you can
find shares to invest in longer term - which pass:


Not only Jim’s Technical criteria but also



Jim’s Fundamental criteria too

To help you further, in that Report, we recently added our new ‘Game Changer - Now It’s
Your Turn’ Tutorials - along with our new user-friendly ‘learn-by-doing’ Trading and Investing
Templates to:


Fill in yourself (following the educational instructions you will receive)



Manage the trades step-by-step from Entry to Exit, then



Compare the results of your analysis with Jim’s, which we publish the following week.

3) “A Tale of 2 Investors”
Over the last 3 weeks, in the new ‘Game Changer’ section of our ‘Investing and Online
Trading’ stock market Report, we have revisited the MYR notional trade mentioned above and
detailed step-by step for Trading AND for Investing:


All of Jim Berg’s Set-Up checks which he applies before entering a trade



Jim’s Entry Plan – including his:


Maximum suggested Entry Price



Suggested Maximum number of shares to buy



Most importantly, the price to Exit if the trade goes against you



The corresponding Money and Risk Management calculations
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All of the steps which Jim follows during the trade - from Entry to Exit - including:
 How to set and adjust Profit Targets (for trading only)
 When to switch Stop types
 How dividends affect the trade
 Which Exit Triggers to use – and when

If an Investor had decided to invest in and manage MYR using Jim’s Weekly Investing
Approach, then the result would have been as follows:

Myer Holdings (MYR) Weekly Chart
* The past performance of STE products is not and should not be taken as an indication of future performance.
Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all other financial services, is subject to
market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance



Entry date and price the same as for Trading (see above). I.e. 2 January 2013 at $2.03



Exit 19.3 weeks later using Jim’s Emergency Stop for Investors, on 17th May 2013 at
$2.52



A notional profit* of +24.1% in 19.3 weeks. I.e. an average of +1.3%/week

Usually the aim of staying with a trade using weekly charts is to ‘let profits run’. In this case:
1. The notional Investing Profit would have been +8.8% more than the Trading Profit
shown above*
2. However, the mean rate of profit per week for Investing was about 1/3 rd that for
trading* and an Investor would have been exposed for considerably more time in the
market.
Most importantly, using Jim’s Emergency Stop, an Investor would have been able to use
Jim’s thoroughly tested Rules to lock in and protect profits* soon after MYR started to fall
in May 2013.
Let’s now compare the outcome for 2 hypothetical investors, each with the same entry price of
$2.03. The weekly chart below shows MYR’s subsequent development after this notional
trade was ‘closed’ in May 2013, using Jim Berg’s common sense Investing approach:
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Myer Holdings (MYR) Weekly Chart
* The past performance of STE products is not and should not be taken as an indication of future performance.
Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all other financial services, is subject to
market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance

1) Investor JB using Jim’s ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ entry criteria, his JB Volatility Indicators
and Emergency Stop for Investors would have exited at $2.52 on 17th May 2013 with a
+24.1% profit (see above)**.
2) In comparison, if Investor ‘Buy and Hold’ had NOT exited and had held on to his
falling shares ‘for the long term’, then by the end of March 2018, MYR had fallen to a
Low of only $0.345**.
This would have equated to an open loss of -83.0%, or -$10,376 on a notional $12.5k
position**.

4) Summary Comparison
This Summary Table compares the
notional results** of 2 hypothetical
Investors:
Investor
#1:
Using
Investing Approach

Jim

Berg’s

Investor #2: ‘Buy, Hope and Pray’
on the basis that they both entered
MYR at the same price of $2.03 and on
the same date, 2nd January 2013.
When Jim Berg warned his Members
before the GFC in Dec 2007/Jan 2008
(see
above),
he
quoted
Jesse
Livermore’s 1940 book ‘How To Trade In
Stocks’:
"If I were walking along a
railway track and saw an express train
coming at me at sixty miles an hour, I
would be a damned fool not to get off the track and let the train go by. After it had passed, I
could always get back on the track again, if I desired.”
Jesse’s words of wisdom applied in 1940, again when Jim warned his Report Members in
2007/2008 and yet again for this 2013 comparison of 2 Investors’ results**.
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“Which Way Do I Go from Here?”
Our 2 Main Core Services

PATH #1 DIY: Learn How to Trade and Invest Yourself

with our weekly mentoring-style ‘Investing & Online Trading’ Report, which includes:
a) Jim’s latest Watch Lists for the USA and Australian markets
b) Practical ‘Now It’s Your Turn’ tutorials on how to filter ‘experts picks’ - to help you find
WHICH shares to buy & compare your analysis with Jim’s

c) Notional portfolios for the current USA and Australian Markets – to help you learn
WHEN to Buy and, more importantly, when to SELL
d) Money & Risk Management & trading/investing psychology
e) Jim’s and others’ view of the market – so you’ll know when Jim recommends to be in
the market and when to be in Ca$h
Click on these links now to:
1. Find out how the Report can help you
2. Order this week’s latest Edition or for Jim’s Ultimate $1 Trial of
this Report
3. Become a Member now, with no lock-in contract

PATH #2: Do you prefer to have us do the Analysis for you?
If so, then we invite you to check out our 3 Australian Signals Services, which operate like
‘Paint-by-numbers’ - to help you learn how to trade and invest in the Australian market:
To find out more about these 3 ‘done for you’ Services for the Australian share
and Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) markets, click on these links now for:
1) Jim Berg’s Trading Signals for shares
2) Jim’s weekly Investing Signals for shares
3) Our ‘Super 10 ETF Portfolio’ Signals Service
SPECIAL: Join Jim’s combined Trading & Investing Signals Services today to receive your
Bonus Super 10 ETF Signals
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Have You Watched Your
New Webinar Yet?

‘Which Shares & ETFs to Buy?
When to Buy & Sell?
-

Watch this new webinar

BEFORE you risk another dollar in the market…..

Simply click on this link to Start Your Free Webinar Now ==>
General Advice Warning: This document is a tool to assist you in your personal judgment. It is not designed to replace your Licensed Financial
Consultant or your Stockbroker. In preparing this document, Jim Berg and John Atkinson as Authorised Representatives (AR Nos. 322724 and
1251439) and ShareTradingEducation.com (“STE”), as Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR No. 322726) of Longhou Capital Markets Pty Ltd
(“LCM”) Australian Financial Services Licence AFSL 292464, have not taken into account the investment objectives, financial situation and
particular needs of any particular investor, because readers come from diverse backgrounds, with diverse objectives and financial situations.
Because of that, the customer should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to their objectives,
financial situation and needs; and, if the advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition of a particular financial product, the customer
should obtain a Product Disclosure Statement or offer document relating to the product and consider the Statement before making a decision
about whether to acquire the product.
Examples from the Australian and USA markets are provided to demonstrate that Jim Berg’s principles may be used globally. This educational
material is from an Australian source and complies with Australian law and not necessarily any other (local) law.
As this information is of a general nature only, you should seek advice from your broker or other investment advisors as appropriate before taking
any action. In particular, this may include consultation with your Taxation Advisor regarding any possible taxation implications from selling stocks,
shares, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) or other instruments. (ShareTradingEducation.com P/L is not a registered tax agent and any reference to
tax is incidental and must be confirmed with a registered tax agent).The decision to trade and the method of trading is for the reader to decide.
STE and/or LCM and its officers, employees, agents, associates and alliance partners (“Associates”) may have or may obtain an interest in the
securities referred to in this letter and will receive commissions, brokerage and other fees from dealing in the securities or advising in respect of
the proposed listing of the securities. LCM and/or STE believe that the information contained in this letter was accurate at the time it was
compiled.
Performance Caution: Direct investing in the stock market can result in financial loss. The past performance of STE products is not and should
not be taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all other
financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance.
Jim Berg, John Atkinson and STE believe that the information contained in this document was accurate at the time it was compiled. However,
results reflect absolute trading stop loss discipline. Any projections made in this document are estimates only and no representation is being
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Stock tips, buy or sell recommendations are not
provided in this document.
All case study trades are notional examples using reasonably attainable entry and exit points. Results reflect absolute trading stop loss discipline.
Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not actually been executed,
the results may have over or under compensated for impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity
Copyright: The information contained in this document is copyright © 2018 and for the sole use of trial and prepaid readers. It cannot be
circulated to other readers without the permission of the ShareTradingEducation.com. Contributed material reflects the personal opinion of the
authors and is not necessarily those of the publisher. Articles accurately reflect the personal views of the authors. Sharetradingeducation.com is
an independent financial education organization and research is supported by subscription fees and affiliate rebates.
OFFICES: Copacabana, NSW 2251, Australia and Dromana, Victoria 3936, Australia.
Disclosure of Interest: LCM/STE and their associates and authors of the Investing & Online Trading Report© team may hold shares in the
companies featured in this Report. Further Conditions are specified in the Terms and-Conditions at www.sharetradingeducation.com.
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